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Abstract. In linguistics, phraseologisms have already been recognized as an independent 

unit of the language with a structure, lexical-semantic, functional-stylistic and syntactic 

functions, as well as a unique formation feature. This article is about phraseological units and 

their linguistic features. It talks about the expressions used in the novel and their importance 

in revealing the character traits of the characters. 
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Usually, words merger because of word compound harvest will be This is a word of 

compounds some of them free if so, some will be stable. Foot at the tip compound from the 

context understood of action imi-jimida, secretly, secretly that it is done means Compound 

each in the content word own independent the meaning did not save , accordingly this 

contained words (components) are stable , indivisible one semantic unity harvest did steady is 

a compound . Phraseological expressions speech to the views looking different different on 

duty is used. Scientific and official in speech, often nominative function performs 
1
 Some in 

phrases the law documents to the language Specialization and terminization are also found. 

Such times phrasal verb in the sense of neutralization face gives, methodical paint slow 

down, the end down remains
2
. Artistic in literature from expressions use, application methods 

is different. Writers in our language considered finished material from expressions fruitful 

only by using not only that, but they themselves too at the core new expressions they create 

In this process they are universal phrase at the core of meaning new interpretation open , of 

the phrase lexicon content change, his semantic and stylistic functions expand , to the phrase 

new figuratively and figurative meanings input such as of methods they use In linguistics 

phraseology structure, lexical-semantic , functional-methodical and syntactic duties as well as 

to himself special formation feature have has been of the tongue independent unit as already 

recognized. They are from the lexicon above, from the sentence lower stunner language 
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recognition as an event done We 
3
are in every aspect of our speech perfect and very 

impressive to be, the listener speaking of our speech the goal is the scope faster realize to get 

who help one how much of the tongue ready from the materials, that is language units very a 

lot we try to use it. Proverb, matal, without expressions speech never how aesthetic to 

impressionability have without being stay can Especially in phrases to the speech emotional 

expressiveness ottenkasini to give task another language units relatively stronger will be 

Phrases stable compounds as in the language constant ready is material. That's why for also 

each the writer his own creativity the product Create in the process to them appeal without 

does not put. The phrase is also content language unity, but his meaning contained to lexemes 

special of meanings simple in total equal to it won't be. To the phrase special meaning 

contained of lexemes meaning relatively the denominator meaning, superstition meaning as it 

is embodied meaning phrase contained of lexemes meaning may not 
4
lean. As you know, 

reality figurative in describing it book reader eye on the right sure and full in embodiment 

phraseological of phrases role, importance is incomparable. Phrases in life events observation 

in society positive and negative action- situations assessment, married being passable 

different vital experiences generalization based on people released of conclusions to himself 

special figurative are expressions . Phraseologism language event as language and to the 

speech concerned is unity. Suddenly more than lexeme of appearance from the merger 

organize find, figurative spiritual to nature have has been linguistically unity phraseology 

called. El loved writer Fair Yakubov work Create in the process to phrases very a lot in 

places appeal reached For example: Loud heart bribery did this unpleasant from those years 

brain After muttering, he finally got up. Then noticed: there are people everywhere scream 

started was  

Writers usually image to the goal according to expressions choose apply only with satisfied 

they don't stay. Maybe heroes _ nature, spiritual condition, life style according to changes and 

again works 
5
_ Indeed, a writer himself creating of the hero to himself special character traits 

open to give in the process, of course how person that more complete in describing from 

expressions uses _ Fair Yakubov's works one how much in places of heroes in the family, 

collective and sometimes on the street conduct, positive and negative sides exaggerated, 

especially for laughter more inclined by doing reflection carry on in order to used Especially 

the writer human body parts with depends has been expressions support, high level stories to 

create succeeded was For example : 

Fatih Muzaffarov frowned Solib, Shavvoz nod with greeted from the door entered in place to 

the couch signal to sit down did 

This is it in the example the writer hero situation and there is situation to express for frown 

put phrase used The phrase sorry to be, to be offended and serious to be to his words 

meaningful is considered Most of the time heroes in the situation depression and 

dissatisfaction represents 

 Noisy of work bar hand shaking, Oysuluv to the front hurried. 

This is it in the passage the writer hand shake phrase apply with hero spiritual anger, regret, 

and excitement in the situation special in a way expressing gave  

" Alright , work hard and be a farmer luckily five to ten days _ so let it be hot , even if there is 

only one pocket on the ground don't stay !" he said Noisy , he said again in front of you like a 

paint own garden come to his heart confusion I 'm sorry .  
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Quoted in the passage to the heart confusion I 'm sorry phrase used This is a phrase worry to 

get, hafa to be words with meaningful is considered Piece this phrase hero in his imagination 

anxiety , resentment and disappointment thoughts light up to give service did. 

Some places Fatih to Nigora a lot mouth put, his from a lot they got together. 

In the example given mouth to put phrase, to the girl suitor to send the girl to ask such as 

words with meaningful is considered 

Behzad one or two work by creating to the language fell, some works from behind more than 

It is forbidden to praise to the commotion reason it happened 

Quoted in the passage to the language get off phrase, to be known , famous to be words with 

makes sense is considered 

Muzaffar Farmonov Rasul the name when you hear for some reason heart jeez edi-yu, to 

enter permission gave. 

This is it in the example applied heart jeez to do phrase, hero in the situation sometimes pity , 

sometimes while fear cases to express service does This is a phrase to be afraid, to pity words 

with mutually is meaningful . 

Do n't cry, my daughter! he said the lungs themselves full 

Quoted in the example lungs to fill up phrase applied is a hero in the situation spiritual 

depression, frustration to be, pity such as feelings to express help gives _ 

The mistress closely to see with mercy mixed deep one love it's okay like a flood poured come 

and eat shivering went 

The following in the crotch applied meat shivering to leave phrase , heroes in a state of 

excitement and fear expression in reaching service does This is a phrase to be excited , to be 

afraid words with meaningful is considered 

No, Steelmaker to pismik Pismigu, but sparrow pir if heart milk which man ! 

Quoted in the passage applied sparrow pir if heart milk which phrase of heroes character in 

the features to himself properties to lighting service does 

Above from examples apparently apparently , a writer in his work expressions very fruitful is 

used . Such compounds artistic work to the composition where in the input and the writer's 

word apply skill depend Thus the people phrases polished and new meaning subtleties with 

full goes People phrases again of work ways to them new color and color , new meaning 

interpretation of giving ways very is diverse . This includes " general language phrase at the 

core of meaning new interpretation to open of the phrase lexicon content change and his 

semantic-stylistic functions expand to the phrase new figuratively and figurative meanings 

input such as methods input can ". Phraseological expressions again of work different 

methods linguist scientist M. Yoldoshev wide research did _ of the phrase semantic in the 

composition phraseological from the meaning besides , methodical paint is also available will 

be Negative or positive price symbols , usually of phrases content in the plan bulging it 's 

worth it factor from expressions speech effectiveness provider methodical tool as use enable 

gives , especially artistic work in the language such of units role big will be It is known that 

phraseologism dictionary unity because it is a speech in the process of the sentence when it 

comes one independent word , word the combination acts as a sentence . Therefore , if the 

writer above eye hung up, my heart was pounding If I enter , the eye cooked gone , to your 

mouth looking talk such as of phrases in place to sleep , to be excited , to think to speak such 

as sentences when used was, of stories artistic aesthetic expensive that's all did not increase 
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will be was And the writer own to the front put reach the goal didn't get will be was Artistic 

in the work synonym word and synonym from expressions in use , they means meaning 

differences and emotional-expressive sign features account is taken . Because each in use 

synonym word and synonym phrase own meaning subtleties with from each other different 

from them appropriate use expression being carried out of your opinion sure and smooth to 

be service does A phraseological synonymy line organize reached expressions from each 

other themselves expressed meaning edges , methodical coloring , connotative meaning , 

influence and imagery level according to from each other difference does _ Also the writer 

How a lot from synonyms use skill his language of wealth different from being proof gives 

Above in examples applied expressions synonym although they are own meaning subtleties 

with from each other difference does _ Current Uzbek in the language lexicon synonyms with 

one in line lexical - phraseological and phraseological synonyms there is they are _ artistic 

style in samples wide is used , including we observe take going writer this is also in his work 

condition observed . It is known words and expressions between synonymous relationship 

lexical-phraseological synonyms is considered In our speech who uses phrases are also 

different with mutually synonymous to the relationship entering , phraseological synonymy 

line harvest does .of these expressions all of them of work the eye who knows to people 

relatively used word compounds is about Writer weaker and stronger meaning meaning 

expressions apply through word apply art demonstration did _ Apparently as it stands , a 

synonym from expressions in use wide chance the writer of your pen from its sharpness proof 

gives _ Phraseological of synonyms almost all of them portable in a sense applicable 

figurative expressions they are _ in the work the author colorful speech to be provides . Such 

expressions to use character to the speech description in giving the most active applicable 

from tools one is counted. In the language phraseological from synonyms in the work right 

apply to know person speech for big opportunities creates Of this as a result people their own 

thought and ideas the most thin meaning features understandable and clear , juicy , figurative 

and impressive by doing to express good will be In general , a writer Fair Yakubov's in his 

works lexicon units the writer style to himself characteristic provides and this word apply 

features , new images harvest to do in terms of to himself characteristic organize does that 

condition another in the works not observed. 
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